Florigen-Encoding Genes of Day-Neutral and Photoperiod-Sensitive Maize Are Regulated by Different Chromatin Modifications at the Floral Transition
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The activity of the maize (Zea mays) florigen gene ZEA CENTRORADIALIS8 (ZCN8) is associated with the floral transition in both day-neutral temperate maize and short-day (SD)-requiring tropical maize. We analyzed transcription and chromatin modifications at the ZCN8 locus and its nearly identical paralog ZCN7 during the floral transition. This analysis was performed with day-neutral maize (Zea mays ssp. mays), where flowering is promoted almost exclusively via the autonomous pathway through the activity of the regulatory gene indeterminate1 (id1), and tropical teosinte (Zea mays ssp. parviglumis) under floral inductive and noninductive photoperiods. Comparison of ZCN7/ZCN8 histone modification profiles in immature leaves of nonflowering id1 mutants and teosinte grown under floral inhibitory photoperiods reveals that both id1 floral inductive activity and SD-mediated induction result in histone modification patterns that are compatible with the formation of transcriptionally competent chromatin environments. Specific histone modifications are maintained during leaf development and may represent a chromatin signature that favors the production of processed ZCN7/ZCN8 messenger RNA in florigen-producing mature leaf. However, whereas id1 function promotes histone H3 hyperacetylation, SD induction is associated with increased histone H3 dimethylation and trimethylation at lysine-4. In addition, id1 and SD differently affect the production of ZCN7/ZCN8 antisense transcript. These observations suggest that distinct mechanisms distinguish florigen regulation in response to autonomous and photoperiod pathways. Finally, the identical expression and histone modification profiles of ZCN7 and ZCN8 in response to floral induction suggest that ZCN7 may represent a second maize florigen.

The transition from vegetative to reproductive development is triggered by a leaf-derived, mobile floral-promoting signal named florigen (Chailakhyan, 1937; Giakountis and Coupland, 2008). In Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana), the protein encoded by the FLOWERING LOCUS T (FT) gene has florigen activity (Corbesier et al., 2007; Jaeger and Wigge, 2007). All Arabidopsis floral regulatory pathways, including the autonomous, GA, photoperiod, and vernalization pathways, converge on the FT gene, indicating that FT is a key integrator of floral inductive signals (Turck et al., 2008). In the photoperiod pathway, FT transcription in the vasculature of mature leaves is regulated by the direct binding of a protein encoded by CONSTANS (CO) in response to long-day growing conditions (Samach et al., 2000; Tiwari et al., 2010). FT, a phosphatidylethanolamine-binding protein, then moves from leaves through the phloem to the shoot apical meristem (Corbesier et al., 2007; Jaeger and Wigge, 2007), where it interacts with a basic Leu zipper domain transcription factor encoded by FLOWERING LOCUS D (FD) to induce the expression of floral identity genes, such as APETALA1 (Abe et al., 2005; Wigge et al., 2005). Recently, it was shown that chromatin-related mechanisms play an important role in regulating FT expression (He, 2012; Gu et al., 2013; Bu et al., 2014; López-González et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2014).

FT orthologs have been discovered in diverse plant species, and many of these FT-related genes are regulated differently depending on the photoperiod sensitivity or other floral inductive requirements of the species (Andrés and Coupland, 2012). In maize (Zea mays), a large phosphatidylethanolamine-binding protein gene...
family named ZEA CENTRORADIALIS (ZCN) was identified and found to include putative FT orthologs (Danilevskaya et al., 2008). One of these genes, ZCN8, was shown to have the requisite characteristics for florigenic activity (Lazakis et al., 2011; Meng et al., 2011). Indeed, ZCN8 has high sequence similarity to FT and exhibits a leaf-exclusive expression pattern, and ZCN8 protein interacts with Delayed Flowering (DLF), the cognate maize ortholog of the Arabidopsis FD protein (Muszynski et al., 2006; Danilevskaya et al., 2008). Moreover, phloem-specific ZCN8 expression in Arabidopsis rescues the fl mutation (Lazakis et al., 2011), and in maize, ectopic ZCN8 expression causes earlier flowering in transgenic plants, while silencing by artificial microRNA results in delayed flowering (Meng et al., 2011). Quantitative trait locus (QTL) studies show that ZCN8 is closely associated with Vegetative to generative transition2, a major-effect QTL for flowering time variation (Bouchet et al., 2013). Finally, ZCN8 is up-regulated upon the floral transition in day-neutral temperate maize and photoperiod-sensitive tropical maize (Lazakis et al., 2011; Meng et al., 2011). The floral transition in maize temperate lines (e.g. the inbred line B73) occurs almost exclusively in response to endogenous signals by means of the autonomous pathway, and ZCN8 expression in mature leaf is activated by the indeterminate1 (id1) gene, which encodes a monocot-specific zinc finger transcriptional regulator (Colasanti et al., 1998; Colasanti and Coneva, 2009; Lazakis et al., 2011). Conversely, in tropical maize, including the progenitor of temperate maize, teosinte (Zea mays ssp. parviglumis), which has an obligate requirement for short-day (SD) photoperiods to induce flowering, ZCN8 is highly up-regulated in leaves under inductive photoperiods (Lazakis et al., 2011; Meng et al., 2011). Therefore, these extreme maize varieties present a unique opportunity to investigate the differences in florigen regulation between the autonomous and photoperiod pathways.

The nature of the upstream mechanisms that control ZCN8 expression in the leaf remains an open question. A potential maize ortholog of Arabidopsis CO, CONZ1, was identified (Miller et al., 2008), yet there is no indication that CONZ1 directly activates ZCN8 expression or that it regulates maize flowering. In addition, although id1 activates ZCN8, the temporal and spatial expression patterns of the id1 and ZCN8 genes do not overlap, because id1 gene activity is confined to immature developing leaves (Colasanti et al., 1998; Wong and Colasanti, 2007), whereas ZCN8 expression is detected only in mature leaves (Danilevskaya et al., 2008). Therefore, it is unlikely that ZCN8 is a direct target of the ID1 protein. One possibility is that ID1 protein operates by means of epigenetic mechanisms to promote the formation of a transcriptionally competent ZCN8 chromatin in immature leaf, which is maintained throughout leaf development to enable the production of florigenic signals in the mature leaf. The relevance of epigenetic mechanisms in maize flowering was demonstrated recently with the finding that the nucleosome remodeling factor complex component101 (nfc101) and nfc102 genes encode WD-repeat proteins that bind both id1 and ZCN8 sequences, thus regulating their expression and chromatin modifications (Mascheretti et al., 2013).

In this study, we provide evidence that chromatin modifications are involved in id1-mediated regulation of ZCN8 expression in temperate, day-neutral maize. Unexpectedly, a different histone modification pattern of ZCN8 chromatin during leaf development was detected in response to SD-dependent floral induction in teosinte. These findings highlight both conserved and divergent features of florigen regulation between autonomous and photoperiod-regulated pathways. Furthermore, analysis of ZCN7, a highly similar paralog of ZCN8 (Danilevskaya et al., 2008), shows that both genes have identical expression and chromatin profiles, suggesting that ZCN7 may encode another maize florigen.

RESULTS

Identification and Isolation of ZCN7 and ZCN8 Gene Sequences

A previous phylogenetic analysis of ZCN genes suggests that ZCN7 and ZCN8 represent paralogs arising from the tetraploid ancestry of maize (Danilevskaya et al., 2008). ZCN7 and ZCN8 genomic DNA and complementary DNA (cDNA) sequences are publicly available. However, the ZCN8 sequence was identified in the maize B73 inbred line (GenBank accession no. EU241899), while the ZCN7 sequence was identified in the Gaspé Flint early-flowering line. In addition, the ZCN8 cDNA corresponding to the processed mRNA was isolated from mature leaf of the B73 inbred line, whereas only the unspliced version of the ZCN7 cDNA was obtained in the Gaspé Flint line (Danilevskaya et al., 2008). In this study, we identified ZCN7 genomic DNA and cDNA sequences from the B73 inbred line (GenBank accession no. KP202720) and isolated a sequence representing the processed mRNA for the ZCN7 gene from mature leaf of this line (Supplemental Fig. S1; for details regarding specific ZCN7 and ZCN8 transcript analysis, see below).

For the purposes of analyzing expression in teosinte, we sequenced the teosinte ZCN7 and ZCN8 genes and cDNAs. The ZCN7 and ZCN8 genomic sequences were identified using a PCR-based method (Supplemental Text S1), and their respective coding sequences were subsequently identified by synthesizing cDNA from total RNA of teosinte mature leaf followed by reverse transcription (RT)-PCR with primers located close to the start and stop codons. Even though teosinte is considered a wild relative of maize, we detected no sequence heterogeneity in the ZCN genes isolated from teosinte. Sequence similarity between line B73 ZCN7 and ZCN8 genes and their orthologs in teosinte are reported in Supplemental Table S1.
Experimental Conditions for Analyzing ZCN7 and ZCN8 Regulation during Leaf Development and in Response to Floral Induction

The major aim of this study is to analyze ZCN7 and ZCN8 regulation when the plant is committed to flowering and in early and later stages of leaf development. This provides a framework for determining whether and how chromatin modification patterns might be established at florigen genes in response to floral inductive cues and maintained during leaf development. To this end, immature and mature leaf samples were obtained from id1 mutant segregating plants introgressed into the B73 background at the V6/V7 developmental stage (i.e. seedlings with the sixth or seventh leaf fully extended with collars and the eighth/ninth leaves visible; Fig. 1). This stage corresponds to the vegetative-to-reproductive phase transition in the B73 inbred line (Coneva et al., 2007; Lazakis et al., 2011). Moreover, the immature leaf tissue used for analysis represents where the id1 gene is expressed, while the ZCN8 processed mRNA is not yet produced (Colasanti et al., 1998; Wong and Colasanti, 2007; Meng et al., 2011). In contrast, mature leaf expresses ZCN8 mRNA but id1 transcript and ID1 protein are not detected. To characterize more precisely ZCN7 and ZCN8 mRNA localization during leaf development, we carried out quantitative reverse transcription (qRT)-PCR with primers conserved in the two paralogs and using RNA obtained following leaf blade dissection of pretransition (V4), transition (V6), and posttransition (V8) stage plants (Supplemental Fig. S2). This analysis showed that ZCN7/ZCN8 mRNA is most abundant in the distal portions of adult leaf blades and much less so in juvenile leaves at all three stages of development. ZCN7/ZCN8 expression was not detected in blade sheaths or in non-photosynthetic regions of immature leaves. Interestingly, transcript levels continued to increase well after the floral transition (V8 leaves), suggesting a possible role for ZCN7/ZCN8 in reproductive development. On the basis of these observations, we decided to employ the leaf blades of V6-to-V7 transition stage plants for the analysis of ZCN7/ZCN8 transcripts and chromatin modifications (Supplemental Fig. S3). A parallel analysis of the same tissues was performed with teosinte plants harvested at the analogous developmental stage. In this case, the floral transition was induced by growing plants under SD conditions, while flowering was inhibited in a parallel set of plants by interrupting the long night with 1 h of light. We previously showed that this night break (NB) regimen effectively prevents flowering in teosinte without greatly altering the total amount of light received by nonflowering plants relative to those grown under SD conditions (Fig. 1; Lazakis et al., 2011; Coneva et al., 2012).

Analysis of Specific ZCN7 and ZCN8 Transcripts

A previous analysis of ZCN7 and ZCN8 transcription using locus-specific primers located near the start and stop codons revealed that the ZCN8 locus gives rise to a mixture of spliced and unspliced ZCN8 transcripts in leaf blade of the maize B73 inbred line, while only an unspliced form was detected in immature leaf and other maize tissues (Danilevskaya et al., 2008). Conversely, only unspliced ZCN7 transcript was detected in all maize tissues analyzed in the maize Gaspé Flint line. Using primer combinations to the same regions, we confirmed these results in line B73 immature and mature leaf samples (Fig. 2A). However, when we used a ZCN7-specific forward primer located 75 bp downstream of that employed by Danilevskaya et al. (2008; Fig. 2A, primer ZCN7-1b instead of ZCN7-1a), the ZCN7 gene showed the same pattern of transcript accumulation reported for ZCN8, including the production of spliced mRNA in mature leaf (Fig. 2A). Similar results were obtained in mature and immature leaves of teosinte plants grown under floral inductive SD conditions. This indicates that, in mature leaves of the B73 inbred line and in teosinte, ZCN7 produces a processed mRNA that encodes a putative polypeptide. It is worth mentioning that the expression pattern we observed for ZCN7 and ZCN8 is supported by data from RNA sequencing studies (Supplemental Table S2; Sekhon et al., 2013), which can distinguish among highly similar ZCN paralogs, thus indicating that both ZCN7 and ZCN8 are detected predominantly in mature leaf blade.

A recent report used a combination of RNA blotting with strand-specific probes and RT-PCR with locus- and strand-specific primers to show that ZCN8 produces three transcript isoforms (Mascheretti et al., 2013). These isoforms correspond to (1) the processed sense mRNA, which accumulates only in mature leaf; (2) a very low amount of unspliced sense-strand premRNA present both in meristematic enriched regions and in mature leaf; and (3) an unspliced antisense RNA strand, which represents the prevalent form of unspliced transcript and is produced not only in leaves but also in various other tissues (Fig. 2C). This observation indicates that, to study ZCN8 transcription in detail, it is necessary to employ a method that can distinguish all three RNA isoforms. Accordingly, we performed strand-specific RT-PCR to differentiate the ZCN7 and ZCN8 transcript isoforms present in leaves of wild-type line B73 and SD-induced teosinte plants. Our results reveal that ZCN7 and ZCN8 produce the same three transcript isoforms in the B73 inbred line and that these isoforms are present also in teosinte plants (Fig. 2, B and C). We cloned and sequenced cDNAs derived from the ZCN7 and ZCN8 antisense RNAs of B73 and teosinte plants and found that they encode very short putative open reading frames with no homology to known proteins (Supplemental Fig. S4; Mascheretti et al., 2013). Therefore, these antisense transcripts may represent long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs). Collectively, our results indicate that the highly similar ZCN7 and ZCN8 transcripts also exhibit an analogous expression profile in line B73 and teosinte.
Variation of ZCN7 and ZCN8 Transcript Isoform Levels under Floral Inductive versus Noninductive Conditions

Strand-specific qRT-PCR was employed to analyze the abundance of ZCN7 and ZCN8 transcript isoforms under conditions that reduce florigen production, namely, the absence of id1 function in temperate maize and noninductive NB conditions in tropical teosinte plants. We found that processed sense mRNA levels of ZCN7 and ZCN8 decrease in mature leaves of the id1 mutant compared with wild-type mature leaves and that this occurs with a concomitant reduction of unspliced sense pre-mRNA and an increase of unspliced antisense strand in the same tissues (Fig. 3A). The same pattern was observed in B73 immature leaf, except that in these samples, spliced sense mRNA was not detected. In contrast, a different pattern of isoform transcript variation was observed in teosinte plants. Mature leaves from plants grown under noninductive NB conditions have less ZCN7 and ZCN8 processed
and unspliced sense-oriented mRNA levels compared with plants grown under inductive SD conditions; however, antisense-strand levels were unaffected (Fig. 3B). No variation in antisense RNA accumulation was observed, and a decrease in unspliced pre-mRNA levels was also detected in teosinte immature leaf. It is worth noting that the magnitude of the decrease of \textit{ZCN7} and \textit{ZCN8} sense transcript levels is much higher in mature leaf of teosinte under noninductive NB conditions than in mature leaf of the \textit{id1} late-flowering mutant (Fig. 3). This effect may be correlated with the higher \textit{ZCN7} and \textit{ZCN8} transcript levels detected in mature leaves of teosinte under floral inductive SD conditions compared with wild-type line B73 (Supplemental Fig. S5; Lazakis et al., 2011). Although higher levels of \textit{ZCN7} and \textit{ZCN8} RNA are more pronounced for the sense pre-mRNA and processed mRNA, it is also evident for the antisense strand. Conversely, no differences in transcript isoform abundance were detected in immature leaves of line B73 and teosinte.

Overall, these results indicate that both \textit{ZCN7} and \textit{ZCN8} mRNAs are positively regulated by factors that induce flowering (i.e. \textit{id1} gene function in autonomously flowering maize and SD photoperiod-requiring teosinte). However, only functional \textit{id1} concomitantly affects the abundance of the antisense-orientated RNA strand of these genes, suggesting that the regulation of \textit{ZCN7}/\textit{ZCN8} putative antisense lncRNAs is limited to the \textit{id1}-regulated flowering pathway and not the photoperiod pathway.
Correlation of Histone Modifications in Line B73 ZCN7 and ZCN8 Chromatin with id1 Gene Activity

Histone modifications are marks of chromatin transcriptional status (Lauria and Rossi, 2011). Therefore, we analyzed the histone profiles of the ZCN7 and ZCN8 genes in temperate maize to understand whether and how histone modifications are correlated with the id1-mediated activation of these genes. Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) assays were performed to analyze histone modifications in different regions of the ZCN7 and ZCN8 genes (Fig. 4; Supplemental Fig. S6). We selected histone marks that are usually located within genes and that were previously analyzed for floral genes of other plant species (Jiang et al., 2008; Adrian et al., 2010; He, 2012; Sun et al., 2012; Gu et al., 2013; Mascheretti et al., 2013; López-González et al., 2014). Four histone marks usually associated with active transcription were selected for chromatim analysis. These are histone H3 acetylated at lysine-9 and lysine-14 (H3ac), histone H3 dimethylated and trimethylated at lysine-4 (H3K4me2 and H3K4me3), and histone H3 dimethylated at lysine-36 (H3K36me2). In addition, we examined histone H3 trimethylation at lysine-27 (H3K27me3) as a representative repressive euchromatin mark. Finally, an antibody against the histone H3 C-terminal region that recognizes histone H3 independently of any posttranscriptional modifications was used as an estimate of nucleosome density, which is a useful metric for normalizing data generated in histone modification analyses (Rossi et al., 2007).

We observed that the pattern of histone modifications at ZCN7 and ZCN8 chromatin was very similar and that the histone marks analyzed can be divided into four groups based on their correlation with the activity of the id1 gene. These results are illustrated in Figure 4 and Supplemental Figure S6 and are summarized schematically in Figure 6. The first group includes H3ac, which exhibits significantly higher levels in both immature and mature leaves of wild-type plants relative to id1 mutant leaves in all genomic regions analyzed. Conversely, in the second group, the repressive H3K27me3 mark was detected at higher levels in immature leaves of the id1 mutant relative to the wild type, while in mature leaves, H3K27me3 was prevalent at the 5′ end regions of ZCN7 and ZCN8 independently of normal id1 function. The active marks...
Correlation of Histone Modifications in Teosinte ZCN7 and ZCN8 Chromatin with SD-Induced Flowering

The same ChIP assays used to analyze histone modifications in line B73 plants were carried out with SD (induced) and NB (uninduced) teosinte plants (Figs. 5 and 6; Supplemental Fig. S7). As described above for line B73 with respect to id1 gene activity, the histone modification variation between SD and NB conditions allows the subdivision of the histone marks into different groups based on changes in response to SD floral induction. The first group includes H3K4me2 and H3K4me3, which were enriched in ZCN7 and ZCN8 in immature leaves of SD-grown plants and are maintained at high levels in mature leaf. The second group is typified by H3K36me2, which increased in response to SD conditions only in mature leaf. The third group includes H3ac, H3K27me3, and the nucleosome density assay, which displayed no variation between SD and NB conditions. It is worth noting that histone marks altered in response to SD floral induction in teosinte are different compared with those affected by id1 in the B73 inbred line (Fig. 6). In addition, H3K27me3 was not detected in ZCN7 and ZCN8 chromatin of teosinte plants. Although a direct comparison between photoperiodic and autonomous flowering may require consideration of the different growth conditions, these observations suggest that distinct chromatin modification mechanisms occur for regulating florigen expression in response to the autonomous and photoperiod pathways. Nevertheless, our analysis also reveals that some of the chromatin modification features reported for temperate maize are similarly found in teosinte. These include a similar histone modification pattern correlated with SD floral induction exhibited by the ZCN7 and ZCN8 teosinte paralogs, the absence of nucleosome occupancy variation between SD and NB conditions, the presence of histone marks linked to active chromatin already detectable in immature leaf, and the unexpected distribution pattern of H3K4me3.

H3K4me3 and H3K36me2, similar to H3ac, were higher in mature leaves of wild-type plants relative to id1 mutant mature leaves. However, unlike H3ac, these marks were present at similar levels in immature leaves of both wild-type and id1 mutant plants, thus defining a third group. Finally, the fourth group includes H3K4me2 and nucleosome occupancy, which were independent of id1 gene activity for both immature and mature leaf. Since nucleosome occupancy is not affected by id1, the statistical significance of the observed changes in histone modifications was not influenced by the correction for nucleosome density (Fig. 4; Supplemental Fig. S6).

This analysis also provides information about the features of chromatin modification at florigen genes in temperate maize. First, the changes detected are consistent for all analyzed genomic regions of ZCN7 and ZCN8. Second, the ZCN7 and ZCN8 loci in both immature and mature leaves of florigen competent wild-type plants are characterized by the presence of histone marks associated with active chromatin, suggesting that an open chromatin structure is present through all stages of leaf development. Third, the localization of some histone marks within the ZCN7 and ZCN8 loci was different than expected. That is, H3K4me3 was enriched in the 3′ end, while it usually exhibits a peak in the 5′ end region, and H3K27me3 accumulated in the 5′ end region, while it usually is located in the gene body (Lauria and Rossi, 2011).
DNA Methylation at ZCN7 and ZCN8 in Line B73 and Teosinte Plants

DNA methylation is another epigenetic mark that can affect gene transcription (Lauria and Rossi, 2011). Therefore, we analyzed whether DNA methylation variation at the ZCN7 and ZCN8 loci is associated with id1 gene activity in temperate maize or SD induction in tropical teosinte. First, we estimated the global mC level in the same genomic regions previously analyzed by ChIP assays. This was done with the methylation-dependent restriction enzyme MsplI, which cleaves methylated DNA and can detect mC in all sequence contexts (CG, CHG, and CHH, where H = A, C, or T; Cohen-Karni et al., 2011). The results indicate that all regions analyzed are methylated, but mC levels in both immature and mature leaf were not different in id1 mutant tissue compared with wild-type line B73, nor did it vary in teosinte grown under SD and NB conditions (Supplemental Fig. S8). To further validate these results and to examine possible mC variation in a specific sequence context, three ZCN7 and ZCN8 genomic regions, representing the 5′ end, gene body, and 3′ end of the genes, were selected for bisulfite sequencing analysis with genomic DNA extracted from line B73 and teosinte immature leaves. We focused on this tissue to assess whether mC variation is already established at ZCN7 and ZCN8 loci in immature leaf and in response to floral inductive conditions. We also carried out bisulfite sequencing analysis of the 5′ end putative cis-regulatory region of ZCN8 in mature leaf. We detected no statistically significant variation of mC in any of the sequence contexts in the comparison of wild-type line B73 with the id1 mutant or the comparison of teosinte SD with NB plants (Supplemental Figs. S9–S12; Supplemental Table S3). These results suggest that mC is not a factor in ZCN7 and ZCN8 regulation with respect to floral induction as mediated by id1 function in temperate maize or by SD photoperiod in tropical teosinte. Nonetheless, our analysis indicates that ZCN7 and ZCN8 genes are methylated and that methylation occurs almost exclusively in the CG sequence context.

DISCUSSION

Specific Histone Modification Patterns in ZCN7 and ZCN8 Chromatin Are Associated with Competence to Flower in Temperate Maize

In the development of modern temperate maize from its tropical progenitor, teosinte, ancient farmers selected variants with a flowering habit that is less influenced by photoperiod. The id1 gene is a key regulator of flowering in temperate maize, with loss of id1 function causing a severe delay in the floral transition (Colasanti and Muszynski, 2009). Thus, comparison of id1 mutants with normal-flowering plants provides an opportunity to study elements of the autonomous flowering pathway in maize. This study finds that id1-mediated regulation of ZCN7 and ZCN8 expression in temperate maize is associated, at least in part, with chromatin-related mechanisms (Fig. 7). An interesting observation from our study is that, in immature leaves of wild-type maize plants at the floral transition, despite not producing florigen, the ZCN7/ZCN8 loci are characterized by a histone modification pattern (i.e. the presence of H3ac, H3K4me2, H3K4me3, and H3K36me2) that is usually linked to active chromatin. In addition, the high CG methylation level that we detect at ZCN7 and ZCN8 is compatible with a transcriptionally competent or active status, as supported by an mC genome-wide distribution study in
maize (Regulski et al., 2013). In agreement with these observations, low-level accumulation of ZCN7 and ZCN8 sense pre-mRNA and a higher level of the antisense RNA are detected in immature leaf. ChIP assays of id1 mutant immature leaves indicate that the majority of histone marks analyzed are not related to id1 function, suggesting that additional factors must be involved. For example, some of these factors could be chromatin-remodeling complexes containing the WD-repeat proteins NFC101/NFC102, which directly bind ZCN8 to negatively regulate its expression and H3K4me2 levels in meristem-enriched tissues (Mascheretti et al., 2013).

Nevertheless, we report that id1 function is required to specify high H3ac levels and to prevent H3K27me3 accumulation at ZCN7/ZCN8 chromatin in immature leaf. More importantly, id1 activity is essential to maintain histone H3 hyperacetylation in mature leaf, where the id1 gene is not expressed. This supports the

Figure 6. Summary of ZCN7 and ZCN8 epigenetic pattern variations in line B73 and teosinte plants. The diagram is based on data reported in Figures 4 and 5 and in Supplemental Figures S6 and S7. The direction of each arrow indicates the direction of the change for the histone modification listed at left and for cytosine methylation (mC) measured by means of restriction with the MspI enzyme. Variations of epigenetic mark levels that occur in immature leaf and that are maintained in mature leaf are highlighted by black arrows. WT, Wild-type.

Figure 7. Model of florigen regulation in autonomous maize and photoperiod-induced teosinte. Autonomous maize (left) requires ID1 regulatory protein activity (orange stars) in developing leaves to establish chromatin modifications that allow the expression of florigen genes (ZCN7 and ZCN8). Thus, the id1 gene acts in immature leaves to establish a chromatin signature and prime the leaf for florigen synthesis as the leaf develops. Active chromatin is specified by H3ac. Once the distal portion of the leaf develops, another signal (unknown) activates florigen production in leaf vasculature, which then migrates to the shoot apical meristem (SAM) to activate flowering genes (purple dotted line). The autonomous signal may consist, partly, of changes in metabolic activity. Metabolic changes could also indirectly activate florigen production (?). In teosinte (right), floral induction is dependent on SD photoperiods and the circadian clock to activate florigen production. Similar to id1, the photoperiod pathway also establishes chromatin modifications in immature leaves, which enable florigen synthesis in mature leaves, but the pattern of histone modifications related to its activity is different from the one created by id1 in the autonomous pathway (i.e. open chromatin is specified by H3K4me2/H3K4me3). The horizontal dashed lines across the mature maize and teosinte leaves delineate the regions of the immature, developing leaf zone (bottom) from the mature leaf blade (top).
The Photoperiod Floral Inductive Pathway Alters ZCN7 and ZCN8 Chromatin Modifications in Tropical Teosinte Differently Than the Autonomous Pathway in Line B73 Temperate Maize

Teosinte was selected for this analysis because it represents maize with an obligate requirement for SD photoperiods to induce flowering. Although it is difficult to make direct comparisons of photoperiod-induced versus autonomously regulated flowering because the plants were exposed to different growth conditions, examination of chromatin modifications of florigen genes could reveal some commonalities and differences. Whereas autonomous flowering is controlled by endogenous signals, photoperiod-induced flowering represents an immediate response to inductive signals. Therefore, comparison of the chromatin profiles associated with these different pathways could reveal underlying mechanisms implicit to these different floral induction strategies. Similar to id1-controlled flowering via the autonomous pathway in temperate maize, we found that SD-induced florigen activation in teosinte promotes the formation of a particular histone modification pattern at ZCN7/ZCN8 loci during leaf development (Fig. 7). However, unlike id1 regulation in line B73, SD floral induction in teosinte promotes increased H3K4me2 and H3K4me3 levels in both immature and mature leaves but does not affect histone H3 acetylation. This suggests that distinct mechanisms, perhaps reflecting the different ways that various histone modifications influence transcription (Bannister and Kouzarides, 2011), distinguish the id1- and SD-related regulation of ZCN7/ZCN8 expression. Another difference between the two florigen regulatory pathways is that the H3K27me3 repressive mark is present at the 5' end of ZCN7/ZCN8 chromatin only in mature leaf of wild-type maize but is not detected in teosinte. This difference could have functional implications, given that a genome-wide analysis found limited H3K27me3 variation in the same tissues of different maize inbred lines (Makarevitch et al., 2013). In particular, the presence of H3K27me3 may be associated with overall lower levels of the ZCN7 and ZCN8 transcript isoforms detected in mature maize leaf compared with mature leaf of teosinte. Indeed, H3K27me3 in the 5' regions attenuates the transcription of expressed mammalian genes (Young et al., 2011). This could also explain the unusual localization of H3K27me3 in the 5' end region of florigen chromatin only (Lauria and Rossi, 2011). Alternatively, the unexpected localizations of H3K27me3 and H3K4me3 in the 5' and 3' end regions, respectively, could be associated with the transcription of ZCN7/ZCN8 antisense RNA. Indications from extensively characterized eukaryotic transcriptional regulatory models suggest that ZCN7/ZCN8 antisense IncRNAs may be involved in florigen regulation through various mechanisms, including chromatin modification (De Lucia and Dean, 2011). Although precise characterization of ZCN7 and ZCN8 antisense transcripts is beyond the scope of this study, we provide evidence that their regulation is different with respect to autonomous and photoperiod flowering pathways. Specifically, the antisense RNA level is inversely correlated with id1 gene activity in line B73 maize yet unaffected by photoperiod in teosinte. The significance of this difference is an intriguing feature in future studies to investigate the function of ZCN7/ZCN8 antisense RNAs.
ZCN7 May Be a Second Maize Florigen Gene

We found that the specific accumulation pattern of a spliced sense mRNA in mature leaf previously detected for ZCN8 (Danilevskaya et al., 2008) occurs also for its paralog ZCN7. The discrepancy between our findings and those reported by Danilevskaya et al. (2008) may be due to genotype-related differences of ZCN7 in producing transcript-splicing variants, since that early study analyzed ZCN7 expression in the Gaspé Flint line, while our study analyzed inbred line B73 and teosinte. Alternatively, the forward primer used to amplify ZCN7 cDNA in the previous study may not be within the ZCN7 processed sense mRNA, because using this primer we were also unable to detect the spliced variant in line B73 and teosinte. In addition to the ability of both paralogs to produce the processed mRNA, our results provide evidence that ZCN7 and ZCN8 exhibit a pattern of transcript isoform accumulation and histone modifications that are affected identically by the id1 gene in wild-type maize and SD photoperiod in teosinte. Collectively, these findings support a functional analogy between ZCN7 and ZCN8, implying that ZCN7 may encode a second maize florigen. Meng et al. (2011) reported that the ZCN7 sequence identified in the Gaspé Flint line does not exhibit some of the properties of a florigen. For example, they found that, unlike ZCN8, ZCN7 interacted only weakly with the maize FD ortholog DLF1. Furthermore, ectopic expression of ZCN7 cDNA in transgenic maize did not cause the minor yet significant acceleration of flowering displayed by ZCN8-expressing lines. Since the genomic ZCN7 sequence was used for transgenic plant production, it is possible that the absence of the early-flowering phenotype observed by Meng et al. (2011) could be due to the above-mentioned inability of the Gaspé Flint line ZCN7 sequence to produce processed mRNA. Alternatively, the function of ZCN7 and ZCN8 paralogs may not be fully redundant, with ZCN8 having higher florigenic activity. Nevertheless, here we show that, similar to ZCN8, ZCN7 is responsive to both id1-regulated and SD-mediated floral induction, an important florigen feature that was not tested for the ZCN7 gene (Meng et al., 2011). In addition, ZCN7 lies within a flowering time QTL, as does ZCN8 (Bouchet et al., 2013). Further extensive studies would be required to definitively demonstrate whether ZCN7 possesses florigenic activity similar to ZCN8.

Unique Features of Maize Florigen Regulation Compared with Other Plants

In this study, we describe features of florigen regulation that appear to be unique to maize. First, the production of florigen antisense transcripts in both temperate maize and teosinte has not been reported for other species. Second, we identified ZCN7 and ZCN8 unspliced sense pre-mRNAs that have not been detected for florigen genes in other species. These pre-mRNAs are particularly abundant in teosinte mature leaf tissue, and their presence suggests that posttranscriptional RNA-processing mechanisms may play a role in florigen regulation (Mascheretti et al., 2013). Third, the patterns of histone modifications at ZCN7/ZCN8 loci in maize and teosinte are somewhat different from those described for florigen genes from other species. For example, the presence of H3K27me3 in Arabidopsis FT chromatin is correlated with repression of this gene (Turck et al., 2007; Adrian et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2014), whereas in line B73 maize, H3K27me3 at ZCN7/ZCN8 is detected only in mature leaf, which is the tissue with maximum florigen production. This suggests that, unlike Arabidopsis, H3K27me3 deposition in maize mature leaf is not associated with the formation of fully repressive chromatin. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that, in immature leaves of the id1 mutant, H3K27me3 accumulates in all ZCN7/ZCN8 genomic regions. Since id1 is also involved in the control of the ZCN7/ZCN8 sense and antisense unspliced RNA isoform production at this developmental stage (i.e. id1 activity is correlated with the increase of sense and decrease of antisense RNA strands), these findings indicate a possible role for id1 in modulating the ratio of sense/antisense production through chromatin modifications. Histone acetylation represents another difference between maize and Arabidopsis florigen genes. Indeed, in Arabidopsis, H3Ac is correlated with the photoperiod regulation of FT (Adrian et al., 2010; Gu et al., 2013), but it is unaffected by photoperiod in teosinte and altered in the id1-controlled autonomous pathway in maize.

Overall, we find that maize employs unique mechanisms to regulate florigen production. We also show that distinct chromatin modification patterns characterize florigen genes in leaves of autonomously regulated maize plants compared with teosinte plants that rely on photoperiod induction. These findings reveal a key role for chromatin-related epigenetic mechanisms in controlling environmental adaptations to maize flowering and are thus important for elucidating the regulatory underpinnings of flowering.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plant Materials and Growth Conditions

Maize (Zea mays ssp. mays) seeds segregating the id1-m1 mutant allele backcrossed 10 times into the B73 inbred line background were planted in soil (50% Sunshine Mix and 50% Surface clay) in Conviron growth chambers under conditions of broad-spectrum light at 1,000 μmol m−2 s−1. The id1-m1 mutant allele and wild-type segregating plants (Colasanti et al., 1998) were identified by PCR genotyping as described previously (Wong and Colasanti, 2007). All maize plants were grown under long-day conditions (14 h of light/10 h of dark) with day temperatures of 25°C and night temperatures of 21°C. Conversely, teosinte (Zea mays ssp. parviglumis) plants were grown initially in a growth chamber under noninductive NB conditions of 9 h of light/7 h of dark/1 h of light/7 h of dark for 27 d (approximately eight visible leaves), after which one-half of the plants were transferred to an SD growth chamber at 10 h of light/14 h of dark. Prior to growing plants for this experiment, we determined that plants exposed to 1 h of daylight conditions in the middle of the long dark period (NB) were effectively inhibited in flowering in 100% of teosinte plants, as determined by examining shoot apex structure at various time points (Fig. 1; K. Turner and J. Colasanti, unpublished data).

Plants at the V6/V7 stage corresponding to the floral transition in the maize B73 inbred line or 10 d after growth of teosinte plants under NB conditions (Fig. 1; K. Turner and J. Colasanti, unpublished data).
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Specifically, for maize B73 inbred line plants, tissues of mature leaves were obtained by isolating the distal 30 cm of blade tissue from leaf 8, while the immature leaf tissue from the same plant consisted of the central cylinder of nonphotosynthetically developing leaves from 2 to 12 cm above the shoot apex, sampled as reported by Colasanti et al. (1998). Details of the sampling strategy are illustrated in Supplemental Figure S3. For induced and uninduced teosinte plants, the mature leaf samples were obtained by harvesting the distal 30 cm of the youngest mature leaf with an exposed collar, usually leaf 8 or 9. Immature leaves, 2 to 12 cm above the shoot apex, were harvested as described for maize. For each biological replicate, a minimum of five plants were harvested. For ZCN7/ZCN8 mRNA expression analysis during the course of maize development (Supplemental Fig. S2), leaves from the B73 inbred line were harvested from V4, V6, and V8 plants at the midpoint of the daylight cycle. Whole leaf blade was used for small leaves (less than 10 cm), or leaves were dissected into halves, thirds, or quarters for larger leaves, as shown in Supplemental Figure S2.

cDNA Synthesis and RT-PCR

Total RNA extraction and oligo(dT)-primed and strand-specific cDNA synthesis were performed as described previously (Mascheretti et al., 2013). Sequences of locus-specific primers used for strand-specific RT were reported in Supplemental Table S4. Conditions for PCR amplification of maize line B73 and teosinte full-length ZCN7 and ZCN8 cDNAs were as described by Danilevskaya et al. (2008), with primers located close to the start and stop codons (Supplemental Table S5). Conditions for strand-specific RT-PCR amplification and subsequent cloning of line B73 and teosinte ZCN7/ZCN8 cDNAs produced by unspliced sense and anti-sense RNAs were as reported previously (Mascheretti et al., 2013; for the list of PCR primers see Supplemental Table S5). Real-time qRT-PCR was performed and the amount of changes between samples was calculated using the 2−ΔΔC_{t} method as described previously by Rossi et al. (2007). cDNA preparations from two biological replicates were made, and three replicates of qRT-PCR were performed for each cDNA preparation. To account for possible differences in cDNA synthesis and amplification efficiency, the data were normalized to the transcript amount of gapc2. Similar results were obtained when the data were normalized to the transcript amount of Elongation Factor-1α (EF-1α). ANOVA (P ≤ 0.01) was applied separately to each of the two biological replicates, and statistical significance was considered only when reported for both replicates.

ChIP Assay

Chromatin preparation was performed using frozen tissues according to the protocol described by Luo et al. (2013), which was adapted for maize and teosinte plants. ChIP assays were carried out as described by Locatelli et al. (2009) with minor modifications (for details regarding the protocol, see Supplemental Text S1). The following antibodies were used: 6 μg of α-H3ac (Millipore; 07-352), 10 μg of α-H3K4me2 (Millipore; 07-030), 4 μg of α-H3K4me3 (Active Motif; 39159), 10 μg of α-H3K36me2 (Millipore; 07-369), 12 μg of α-H3K27me3 (Millipore; 07-449), and 4 μg of α-H3K36ac (for histone H3 C-terminal region; Abcam; ab1791). A nonspecific control was performed by adding no antibody during incubation. Two independent ChIP experiments were performed, and quantitative PCR and statistical analysis (ANOVA; P ≤ 0.01) were carried out as described by Rossi et al. (2007). The sequences of primers used for ChIP assays are reported in Supplemental Table S5.

DNA Methylation Analysis

Digestion with MspI (New England Biolabs) was performed following the manufacturer’s instructions. Two independent MspI treatments and three repetitions of quantitative PCR analysis were carried out, and statistical analysis was performed as described by Locatelli et al. (2009). Genomic DNA bisulfite treatment was performed with the EZ DNA Methylation kit (Zymo Research) following the manufacturer’s instructions. Primers for the mC analysis of the upper strand were designed using the Kismeth Web-based tool (http://katalidhm.msmn.edu/kismeth/revpage.pl; Gruntman et al., 2008; Supplemental Table S5). One microliter of bisulfite-treated DNA was used for PCR under the following conditions: 1.5 mm MgCl₂, 0.2 mm of each deoxyribonucleoside triphosphate, 0.4 μm of each primer, and 1.25 units of Taq Platinum (Life Technologies). The PCR program was as follows: 5 min at 95°C; 40 cycles of 30 s at 95°C, 1 min at 45°C, and 1 min at 72°C; 10 min at 72°C; and held at 4°C. Amplified fragments were cloned, and 10 independent clones were sequenced for each fragment. The GenBank accession numbers of the genes cited in this study are as follows, with the gene model number according the line B73 maize sequencing project (http://www.maizegdb.org/); in parentheses: line B73 ZCN7, KP202720 (GRMZM2G144756); line B73 ZCN8, EU241899 (GRMZM2G175264); teosinte ZCN7, KP172200; teosinte ZCN8, KP172201; line B73 id1, (GRMZM2G011357); line B73 gapc2, U48555; line B73 EF-1α, U76259.

Supplemental Data

The following supplemental materials are available.

Supplemental Figure S1. Schematic depiction of ZCN7 and ZCN8 genes and transcripts of the maize B73 inbred line.

Supplemental Figure S2. Examination of ZCN7/ZCN8 in plants at pretransition (V4), transition (V6), and posttransition reproductive (V8) stages.

Supplemental Figure S3. Sampling strategy.

Supplemental Figure S4. Nucleotide sequence of the ZCN7 and ZCN8 antisense RNA strand.

Supplemental Figure S5. Comparison of ZCN7 and ZCN8 transcript isoforms in line B73 and teosinte plants under inductive floral conditions.

Supplemental Figure S6. Analysis of ZCN7 histone modifications in line B73 wild-type and id1 mutant plants.

Supplemental Figure S7. Analysis of ZCN7 histone modifications in teosinte SD and NB plants.

Supplemental Figure S8. Analysis of mC levels at ZCN7 and ZCN8 by MspI restriction.

Supplemental Figure S9. Bisulfite sequencing analysis of mC at line B73 ZCN7.

Supplemental Figure S10. Bisulfite sequencing analysis of mC at line B73 ZCN8.

Supplemental Figure S11. Bisulfite sequencing analysis of mC at teosinte ZCN7.

Supplemental Figure S12. Bisulfite sequencing analysis of mC at teosinte ZCN8.

Supplemental Table S1. Sequence similarity of line B73 and teosinte ZCN7 and ZCN8 genes.

Supplemental Table S2. ZCN7 and ZCN8 transcript levels obtained from RNA sequencing experiments using different line B73 tissues.

Supplemental Table S3. Analysis of the mC profile of ZCN7 and ZCN8 by bisulfite sequencing.

Supplemental Table S4. List of primers used for line B73 and teosinte cDNA synthesis in strand-specific RT.

Supplemental Table S5. List of primers used in PCR.

Supplemental Text S1. Materials and Methods.
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